
DSW Capital (“DSW”), owner of the Dow Schofield Watts brand, 
is a profitable, fast growing, mid-market challenger professional 
services license network.

DSW’s vision is for the DSW Network to become the most sought 
after destination for ambitious, entrepreneurial professionals to 
start and develop their own businesses.
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Performance Headlines 31st March 2022:

Challenger Business Model:

Established in 2002, by three KPMG alumni, DSW is one of the first platform models disrupting the 
traditional accounting professional services firms. 

Through this licensing model, professionals have the autonomy and flexibility to build their 
businesses quickly. As part of the DSW Network, they benefit from recruitment, funding and 
infrastructure support.

DSW has traded strongly, following its IPO in December 2021, delivering continued growth and 
expects to report Adjusted Pre-Tax Profit1 ahead of current market expectations, which were £1.85m.

Investment Case:

Innovative platform model to facilitate the expansion of services quickly.

£18.3M
Network Revenue2
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Executive Team:

DSW offers a timely challenger model in a changing market:

The autonomy and flexibility the platform offers DSW’s fee earners is a true differentiator in the 
market at a time when many professionals are seeking greater flexibility in a post-Covid world. 
Our partners are free to make their own business decisions, whether that be what they charge 
their clients, how much they pay their employees or who they recruit. They may also choose where 
to work, either at one of DSW’s regional offices or another location of their choice. 

Increased pressure from regulators has forced the Big 4 audit firms to restructure due to 
restrictions on non-audit services, triggering the divestment of a number of specialist services 
and unsettlement amongst professionals in the larger firms. This provides substantial opportunity 
for smaller, more agile practices to attract high calibre professionals looking to launch their  
own businesses. 

The DSW challenger model presents an opportunity to lead the accounting profession in diversity. 
The FRC found that while women make up 46% of manager-level roles at accountancy firms, just 
17% climb to partner level roles3. We believe corporate finance typically has even lower female 
representation making the level of female partner representation across the DSW Network, at 
approximately 23.1% impressive. 

DSW is proud that 60% of its Board are female, compared to only 15% of AIM company boards 
but also recognises the need for further diversity in the longer term.

James Dow, Chief Executive, established Dow Schofield Watts in 2002. He 
previously made Partner at KPMG at 33 and went on to lead the Corporate 
Finance division in the North West. 

1. Adjusted Pre-Tax Profit excluded IPO costs and share based payment charge.
2. Network Revenue is defined as total revenue earned by licensees, as opposed to total revenue reported by the Company
3. Source: Accountancy Age (www.accountancyage.com/2021/12/16/still-work-to-be-done-on-diversity-in-accountancy-industry-leaders-say/)

Nicole Burstow, Chief Financial Officer, joined Dow Schofield Watts in 2019 having 
spent 15 years at Deloitte in Manchester where she played a significant role in 
the recruitment, development of talent and expanding the local client base.
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